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Crappie Clubs....31

Opening Cast
 Summer is finally here. 
With summer comes many 
concepts as to whether 
crappie are catchable.  In 
my opinion, this can be one 
of the best times to catch 
slabs but with different 
techniques.
 As I travel to fish the 
Crappie Masters Bass Pro 
Shops tournament trail, I get 
a chance to fish very diverse 
lakes and rivers in different parts of our beautiful 
country. I also get to meet crappie fishermen on these 
trips and hear their stories. I’ve learned that many 
fishermen stop fishing for the slabs after the spawn 
thinking they are uncatchable or too allusive. In reality, 
they are catchable and can be easily located.
 Crappie, although very sensitive to changes in 
their environments, are very basic in their lives. They 
must seek areas with food, protection, and appropriate 
water conditions (oxygen, clarity, and temperature).
 After the spawn and a short recovery period, 
their number one priority will be to eat. Summer can 
be one of the best seasons to catch them as they 
begin to seek food to replenish their bodies. This can 
mean they will feed daily based on the sunlight, moon 
phase, location of newly hatched shad minnows and 
insects.
 Mornings, nights and evenings can be bonus 
times to catch some sizeable fish and in good 
quantities. Here in Alabama, before 10:00 a.m. and 
after 2:00 p.m. are best as the light penetration 
will be lower as the sun is on an angle. This allows 
shadows to be formed underwater for the fish to use 
for protecting their eyes and hide from the food.
 Many fish will follow schools of shad and eat 
based on when the daily weather and moon conditions 
are right. One of the appropriate baits to catch these 
fish are crankbaits. I like the new Johnson Fishing 
Shad Cranks as they mimic this food source. Pushing 
or pulling these baits can be very productive.
 Be sure to check out our articles in this month’s 
edition to see the varying ways to catch a bonus limit 
of fish during the summer!

God Bless and Good Slab Hunting,
Dan Dannenmueller, Publisher
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Deep Summer Drop-Offs

 Drop-Off: a very steep or 
perpendicular descent; a marked 
dwindling or decline.
 Fishermen have learned that a 
drop-off is where fish often live and feed. 
As the definition describes, a drop-off is 
a steep descent or decline. As in, the 
bottom countor of the lake dropped from 
15 feet down to 25 feet. In the fishing 
world, the rate of decline may be very 
sharp or somewhat gradual.
 Also, most fishermen use drop-off 
as a general term for the drop, ledge 
and flat. There’s nothing wrong with this 
assumption or generalized grouping. 

Why Drop-Offs?
 A drop can provide many things 
for crappie. One of the best summer 
advantanges is baitfish. Open water 
drops are common places to find 
schools of bait, a basic requirement for 
a crappie. 
 Depth of water can be important 
to a fish. Moving up and down the ledge 
offers protection, comfort and light 
penetration depth adjustments. 
 Cover is often found, or placed, on 
a drop or just adjacent to a drop. Cover 
at the right depth on a drop equals 
fishing action.
 A drop is a good travel route. 
Crappie will use a drop like we use a 
highway. They’ll also suspend above it.
 
Finding 
 Twenty years ago finding and 
fishing ledges was a skill. None were 
better than the team of Ronnie Capps 
and Steve Coleman. They used paper 
maps, flasher sonar units, paper graphs and 

years of experience to find and catch open 
water crappie where few other fishermen 
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Dan Dannenmueller uses a Johnson Fishing 
Shad Crank for open water crappie. He prefers 
to push crankbaits so he will have better depth 

control and ability to better follow a channel 
drop.



knew how to fish. They were masters at 
finding and returning to these spots long 
before GPS units were in boats.
 Finding a ledge today is much easier. 
Paper maps are still useful but for those 
with GPS mapping units, it’s a matter of 
seeing a ledge and positioning to it. Use 
sonar to see fish, cover, the right type of 
ledge and other items after a drop-off is 
found, but it takes much less time with 
today’s knowledge and gear. 
 Vertical jigging, casting and trolling 
are all methods for catching summer 
crappie. 

Slow Trolling- Lakes
 Summer may not be a time when slow 
trollers relate to fishing deep ledges but it 
can be a good tactic. The key is to focus 
upon catching suspended fish along with 
those in cover. For example, crappie may 

be in 7 to 10 feet of water suspended over 
an 18 foot drop-off. The fish are definitely 
relating to the drop but are suspended up 
above it.
 The fish are relating to shad so also 
watch for the baitfish on your electronics. 
Slow troll at around 0.2 miles per hour and 
gradually move up to 0.4 mph until you find 
the right speed that crappie want. 
 Double-hook minnow rigs or jig/
minnow combinations are good choices. A 
½-ounce weight should be enough to keep 
baits down at summer depths. Don’t be 
afraid to switch bait size because summer 
crappie may be feeding on larger shad.
 Bait depth is more important than 
bottom depth. When you catch a fish pay 
careful attention to it’s depth. Repeat 
successful depths. A thermocline may be 
present.
 A thermocline is a layer of water 
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where temperature and oxygen 
levels change rapidly. Crappie 
will be above the thermocline 
in “sweet water” that has better 
oxygen levels. If you can’t see it 
on your locator do a minnow test. 
When you get the minnow below 
the thermocline it dies within 
minutes. When you find that level 
you know to keep baits above 
that depth. Again, catching a few 
crappie is the best way to know 
you’re in the strike zone.
 Boat control is critical when 
slow trolling. You can make other 
mistakes but you have to have 
control of the boat or you won’t 
catch fish. This means the proper 
speed, full control in the wind and 
staying with the drop-off. Going 
into the wind is ideal but if it is 
too windy it’s best to go with the 
wind using wind socks to keep 
the boat straight and at a slower 
speed.
 Another popular technique 
is trolling crankbaits. It works 
at some lake and some lakes it 
doesn’t. But where it does work, 
it is often the best way to target 
suspended summer crappie.
 The two basic tactics are 
pulling and pushing. Pulling means that line 
is released until the crankbait is behind the 
boat. Serious pullers use line-counter reels 
so when they catch a fish with 90 feet of line 
out, they can return to that exactly 90 feet. 
With line size and all baits exactly the same 
type, depth is controlled by the amount of 
line used.
 Long lining is not the easiest way to 
follow a ledge because the baits are trailing 
the boat and they don’t follow the exact 
path of the boat. If the boat makes a turn 
to follow a ledge, the cranks will take a 
shortcut toward the boat, not following the 
exact path of the ledge.
 Pushing crankbaits is better for 
following contours. Pushing is done with 
long 14 or 16-foot poles and a heavy 2- 
to 6-ounce weight to keep the line in from 

swinging under the boat. Having a heavy 
weight that holds the line realitively vertical, 
the depth is easy to set. Also, when a 
fisherman follows a contour the baits follow 
with the boat. 
 Push or pull? It’s a personal preference. 
There are advantages and disadvantages 
to each tactic. Pushing gives good control 
for following contours but it’s work to land a 
fish on a longpole. The wieght of the fish, a 
flying sinker, along with a flopping fish and 
treble hooks makes it a challenge. It takes 
strength to handle everything.
 Typical speed is 1.5 mph. The best 
catching speed can vary greatly from day to 
day and even hour to hour. 1.2 to 2.0 mph 
is the normal range for crappie.
  
 Bandit crankbaits have always king for 
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Deep Summer Drop-Offs

A drop-off is made up of more than just the drop 
itself with the three main components the drop, ledge 

and flat.  #1 is a typical crappie location with fish 
suspended up over the drop. #2 is a crappie spot on 

a PVC stakebed. #3 crappie holding spot is brush 
located on the top of the drop.



Deep Summer Drop-Offs
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crappie trolling but other baits have proven 
as good for catching. Lindy Shadling and 
small Rapala Shad Raps are two proven 
baits. Newcomers, like the Johnson Shad 
Crank, offer a different action, sound and 
look. The Shad Crank has good action at 
very slow speeds. Newer baits have the 
advantage of giving the crappie a new look 
especially in heavily pressured lakes. A few 
favorite colors include shad, pink, orange 
and green/black firetiger.

Factors
 Sunny/Cloudy Day: A difficult call to 
make, but being consistent is best. Sun will 
likely have fish a little deeper at mid-day 
compared to a cloudy sky.
 Wind: A little wind is good for fishing 
open water. It helps hide the boat and makes 
fish less spooky. Slow trolling is good in 
light wind because boat control is critical. 

On very windy days there is no better tactic 
than trolling crankbaits. You don’t have to 
watch for light bites or bouncing poles. 
Long line or heavy weights takes care of 
most pole bounces.
 Pleasure Boaters: Heavy boating 
traffic can cause fish to move deeper. 
Sometimes crappie quit biting. 
 Fishing Pressure: The good thing 
about summer is less fishing pressure than 
in the spring.
 Summer Heat: Slow trolling is good 
early and late. The crankbait bite gets better 
with the heat and may be best at mid-day. 
No matter a fisherman’s technique, keeping 
hydrated and sun protected is critical. 

Kayak Div is io n
New for 2015...

For info visit: www.crappieusa.com

01/16-17/15
01/23-24/15
01/31/15
02/28/15
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03/13-14/15
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03/27-28/15
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04/10-11/15
04/17-18/15
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 I’ll admit it. An errant cast 
helped us locate the crappie on 
the first morning of my trip to Like 
Powell earlier this year. I had 
cast toward some tumbleweeds 
(yep, same stuff they sing about 
in cowboy songs), overshot the 
cast a bit and snagged some 
brush. 
 As we moved closer to the 
snag, David Rose and I peered 
into the water, mostly to gawk at 
the crazy clarity. About the time I 
was popping my bait free, Rose 
said, “fish!” pointing into the 
water. “Crappie,” he added, as he 
got a better look. Sure enough. A 
nice-sized crappie was holding 
tight to some tumbleweeds, 
and after a bit more looking, we 
realize several slabs were within 
pitching range.
 Initially, we pitched 
whatever baits we had rigged. 
We were geared for smallmouths, 
though, and the crappie just 
moved out of the way. So Rose 
dug though his tackle stash and 
found a micro jig – one actually 
designed primarily for ice fishing 
– and rigged it on a St. Croix 
crappie rod.
 “We need to go small in 
this clear water,” Rose said 
confidently, as he pitched his 
dainty offering just past a crappie 
and let it swing in front of the 
fish. The fish showed immediate 
interest and sort of danced with 
the bait, with Rose leading the 
dance and both of us watching. 
Soon temptation won, and Rose 
was able to set the hook into a 

by Jeff Samsel



Backs of side canyons and pockets along 
the edges of bays are often rimmed by 
flats that offer moderate depths to work 
and good crappie habitat, but specific 

hotspots vary dramatically based on the 
level of the lake.
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Canyon Crappie

big, beautiful black crappie. 
I switched to a tiny hair jig, and it wasn’t long 
before I got in on the crappie-caching game. 
We ended up catching several crappie that 
morning. Some by pitching up close. Others 
by casting to similar cover and swimming our 
jigs.

Lake Powell
 The toughest thing about fishing Lake 
Powell for me staying fully focused on the 
business at hand. Impounding the Glenn 
Canyon section of the Colorado River, 
immediately upstream of Grand Canyon, Lake 
Powell looks like what you might expect – like 
the Grand Canyon filled 2/3 with water – and 
if you’ve never been to Lake Powell, it looks 
different from anywhere you’ve ever fished.
 Canyon walls rise straight from the 
water’s edge in many places, and rock 
formations rise in the middle of nowhere, 
often with hundreds of feet of water around 
them. Every bend brings a fresh vista – each 
different, but all magnificent. Dozens of narrow 
side canyons feed the main rivers. Some are 
cliff bound. Others wind between sandstone 
domes.

 Lake Powell covers over more than 
160,000 acres and impounds more than 175 
miles of the Colorado River. Other major 
tributaries include the San Juan and Escalante 
rivers. The total shoreline stretches more than 
1,800 miles. The lake has been way below 
full pool for many years because of extended 
drought and downstream water needs that 
often exceed inflow. Much of the lake is so 
vertical, though, that it doesn’t look that odd 
when it is 100 feet below full pool, and you’re 
still apt to be riding over a few hundred feet 

of water. The deepest water in Lake Powell at 
full pool is nearly 600 feet deep.
 Lake Powell is an exceptionally popular 
recreational boating destination because of its 
splendid scenery and proximity to the Grand 
Canyon. Many visitors rent houseboats, which 
actually provides an outstanding option for 

fishing outings because you pick the area 
the lake where you want to focus efforts and 
position the boat in that area. Camping on the 
lakeshore is also popular.
 Although Lake Powell is very popular with 
recreational boaters and anglers alike, anglers 

The author with a Lake Powell crappie that 
he caught by casting a hand-tied hair jig 

toward tumbleweeds on a flat. The first step 
to catching crappie in this lake is identifying 
the areas that offer suitable water depths 

based on current levels.
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Canyon Crappie

mostly target smallmouth bass or stripers, 
with some attention given to largemouths 
and walleyes. Crappie get minimal fishing 
pressure. The lake does not a have a huge 
crappie population, but there are enough fish 
to provide good fishing for anglers who go 
after them, and they grow to large sizes.

Finding & Catching Crappie
 Although Lake Powell is massive, the 
amount of quality crappie habitat is limited. 
The bad part about that fact is that it will 
always limit population growth. The good part 

Lake Powell Planner
-Lodging, launching & Houseboat 
Rental Options: Lake Powell Resorts 
& Marinas, lakepowell.com
-License: Utah License covers the 
entire lake. Arizona license holders 
need a supplemental Utah reciprocal 
permit to fishing Utah waters (which 
is almost all of the lake).
Limit: 10 crappie, but fisheries 
managers suggest catch and 
release.
More Information: wayneswords.
com, operated by the lake manager, 
who is also an avid fisherman, 
provides a wealth of great 
information about Lake Powell, 
including regularly updated fishing 
reports.

.COM

BLACK RIVER TOOLS INC.     803-473-4927

If You’re Not Using Driftmaster;
   good luck!

ROD HOLDERS & 
TROLLING SYSTEMS

MADE IN USA
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is that it helps you “shorten the playing field” 
and find the fish.
 The first key is to find water that’s less 
than about 25 feet deep. Most of that is found 
along inside bends well up the lake’s river 
arms and in the back parts of canyons and 
bays, especially in the little pockets and spur 
canyons. Specific areas depend on the level 
of the lake, so a good starting strategy is to 
look up the current lake level, study a lake 

map, and find areas that would offer some 
room to work at the right depths. You don’t 
need to pinpoint spots. Just find areas that 
offers significant water to explore that isn’t 
100 feet deep.
 Identify several areas you can look at in 
the same general area of the lake and build 
your plan accordingly. From just downlake of 
Dangling Rope Marina to Padre Bay, where 
the lake widens a bit, the bays and canyons 
formed by creeks coming in on both sides 
of the river offer quite a bit of good crappie 
habitat, as do several areas just downstream 
of the Big Bend in the San Juan River arm.
 On the water, look for any hint of stain. 
From mid-summer through fall, after runoff 
into the rivers has settled, the entire lake 
gets mighty clear, but if you can find any 
color in the back of a canyon, you’ll generally 
find fish that are a bit more aggressive and 
shallower.
 Cover might include tumbleweeds, 
aquatic vegetation, boulders, or desert 
brush. Through mid-summer, most fish are 
apt to be off the bank a bit, in 15 to 25 feet 
of water. If you can glimpse the top of some 
cover, try drifting or trolling in that area.

Lights Out Crappie
 The best mid-summer plan on Lake 
Powell is to set up during the evening in a 
pocket that has the right ingredients, put 
down a crappie light and fish into the night. 
The light will draw up the zooplankton, 
minnows and crappie in the clear water, and 
the fish will feed more actively than they do 
by day. Jig straight down into the light.
 Be cautious traveling at night, though. 
Move slowly, especially out of the channel. 
Keep in mind that if there are rock formations 

coming out of the water with 200 feet of water 
around them, there could also be one that 
tops out a foot beneath the surface. Study 
lake maps, consider the current water level 
and exercise extreme caution.

Canyon Crappie

David Rose of Traditions Media shows off 
one of several black crappie that he fooled 
by pitching a micro jig in front of fish that he 

could see.

- By Jeff Samsel



Q: Q&A: What is your best tip for fishing in July?

Hugh Krutz, Mississippi - Ross Barnett, 
my home lake, has some of the finest summer 
crappie fishing in the country. My favorite method 
is single pole jig fishing. Crappie tend to get very 
lethargic. They will lay and wait in the shade for 
a bait to swim by rather than chasing it. This is 
important when choosing gear. I use a BnM Sam 
Heaton Super Sensitive for sensitivity. I match it 
with six-pound test Vicious line and a 1/32-ounce 
jig. Light l ine helps me feel the light bites and 
keeps me in contact with the small j ig. Scent is 
important in the summer. I use a Bait Pump to 
inject Crappie Nibbles into the hollow of the tube 
jig. The bite in the summer time can be very light 

and it seems the scent makes the fish hold on a second longer. For safety, 
remember to drink lots of water. A patio umbrella isn’t a bad thing, either. 
 
Garry Mason, Tennessee - Big Crappie seem to become single predatory 
animals here on Kentucky Lake during the summer. They cruise shallow flats in 
search of forage food. Crappie usually school by size. Once they get close to 
the two-pound range I believe they leave the school and head out on their own. 
Small crankbaits can be trolled allowing you to cover a lot of area. Stay as far 
from structure as possible to avoid hang-ups. A depth finder with GPS is key for 
this type of fishing because you can repeat your previous track when you start 
catching fish. Finding and repeating runs is the important to catch the most crappie. 
  
Richard Bowling, Missouri - Here at Truman look for tree rows in 4 to 
14 feet of water. Fish get more active at 85 degrees and move very shallow. 
Minnows are my guide trip bait for numbers of fish. A minnow moves around 
under the sinker. The fish take it before the hook is set. My tip for those 
wanting just bigger fish would be use a 3/16 split shot 4 inches above a 1/0 
hook. The smaller fish don’t hit it as often and when a big one hits he stays on. 
 
Charlie Campbell, Tennessee - My favorite tip is to fish a Kentucky Lake 
Minnow Rig in deep water. Sometimes crappie can be very finicky during the 
summer. I’ l l vary the presentation by reeling up very slowly to the surface and 
drop back down. Crappie will often strike on the retrieve. I’ l l also slow troll 
around and between trees and stumps. The slow-moving minnow seems to 
get their attention especially on days when the bite is otherwise slow. Crappie 
get finicky so don’t give up too quickly; coax them to bite.
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 Founder of the “Legends of the 
Outdoors” National Hall of Fame, Garry 
Mason, has released the 14th Annual 
“Legends of the Outdoors” National Hall 
of Fame’s 2015 event date and venue.
 This year ’s inductees and guests 
will be boarding one of the largest 
paddlewheel showboats in the country 
- the General Jackson Showboat/
Music City Queen in Nashville, TN on 
Saturday, August 15th dockside along 
the Cumberland River.  Boarding begins 
at 9:00am and will be followed by the 
banquet and induction ceremony at 
10:00am. 
 2015 class of inductees include: 
Paul Alpers – Former President and 
CEO of Crappie Masters; Mike Morgan 
– MOJO Outdoors TV Show Co-Host; 
Nina Wood – Professional Angler and 
the 1st Lifetime Member of Bass ‘n Gal; 
Babe Winkelman – Professional Angler, 
Television Host & Personality and Hunter; 
Denny Brauer – Professional Angler; and 
Virgil Ward – (post-humously) Television 

Host & Personality and Championship 
Angler. 
 The event is open to the public with 
an individual ticket price of $100 each.   
Sponsorship information and individual 
ticket reservations may be obtained 
through the “Legends of the Outdoors” 
website at www.legendsoftheoutdoors.
com, or by calling 731-593-0171 or 731-
693-7770. Ticket and/or sponsorship 
reservations must be made and 
purchased before July 31, 2015.

 Fishing one lake during one or two seasons allows you to pick a technique and 
stick with it. However, if you fish ponds, rivers, lakes and in a variety of regions, 
you need to be versatile. Casting, vertical jigging, fast trolling and slow trolling are 
a few technique options. 
Let the fish and the situations dictate your tactics. For example, the water is high 
so fish move up into the thick brush. You can’t cast or troll but a single long pole will 
let you get into the cover to dabble up and down. Or, this time of year the crappie 
suspend out in open water. Trolling crankbaits could be the best method. 
 An occasional fisherman can’t be an expert at everything. The different 
equipment and accessories can be expensive. So start with the one technique 
you’ll use most and become good at it. Once the technique learned and you can 
afford to move to the next one, do so with both the right equipment and mindset to 
use it until you learn it right. Eventually you’ll have a variety of techniques you can 
apply. -TH

Crappie Basics #98 Being Versatile

Crappie Basics
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Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line

  Low memory; high abrasion resistance

  Special softeners for superb performance

  HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.

  Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels

  Strong graphite body and rotor

  Double anodized aluminum spool

  Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo

  Smooth 2-ball bearing system

  Thin, compact gear box

  Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line

  Graphite composite rods with split grip handle

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods

  Premium graphite blanks     Lightweight EVA grips     Aluminum oxide guides

www.mrcrappie.com

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To Use Spike-It 
Color-C-Lector
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 Crazy may not be the right word 
for how shallow Gary Rowe is fishing 
for crappie. Insane may be more 
fitting. However, his shallow, hot water 
approach puts limits and big crappie in 
the boat.
 As anglers head out to deep 
brush piles or offshore ledges to fish 
in the soaring temperatures, Rowe 
turns his boat and begins searching for 
the shallows for crappie. “This pattern 
really starts taking off after the first 
of June when water temperature gets 
up to 70 degrees up until about 90 
degrees. I know that’s crazy hot, but 
the crappie are there for a reason and 
that’s to eat,” said Rowe.
 Another clue besides water 
temperature to the shallow, hot water 
bite being on is the gar. On Fort Gibson in 
Oklahoma, when the gar start spawning 
it’s time to focus on shallow water. He 
also watches for large schools of shad 
flipping on the surface or appearing on 
his sonar unit, but noted that if the shad 
are not present than the crappie won’t 
be either. 
 Rowe freely admits he stumbled 
on the technique years ago by accident 
one summer. “I was out bass fishing 
shallow brush in super shallow, hot 
water and my lure kept coming back 
missing the legs every time I set the 
hook. I figured it was crappie just 
nipping at the tail or biting the little 
arms. I had a couple crappie rods in my 
boat all rigged up and in a short time had 
caught a limit of crappie,” said Rowe.
 When fishing shallow, hot water 
Rowe focuses on the mid lake section of 
Fort Gibson. He is looking at 3- to 6-feet to 

fish in, but if the water clarity is clear may 
fish up to 8-feet deep. Rowe is looking for 
water clarity from 12- to 18-inches.
 “Fishing this deep is definitely a 
different way of fishing in the summertime 
for most crappie anglers. I get strange looks 
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By Brad Wiegmann 

Shallow water crappie fishing can be good in the 
summer…proof shown by Gary Rowe.



all the time when I head off to shallow water 
once the water temperatures are this hot 
and not off to fish 15- to 20-feet deep. It’s 
like you can’t catch crappie shallow when 
the water temperatures are this hot, but at 
the end of the day I just let my livewell full 
of crappie do the talking,” said Rowe.
 Long Bay on Fort Gibson is one of 
Rowe’s favorite places to fish for shallow, 
hot water crappie. He is targeting extremely 
long points that extend out to the old creek 
channel. The long points will only get from 
3- to 6-feet deep until falling off.
 Ledges on Fort Gibson would be the 
other area Rowe likes to fish. It’s not a deep 
ledge, but one that sets up so crappie can 
use it as an ambush point when schools 
of shad swim by. The bottom of the lake 
might only be three feet deep with the top 
of the adjacent ledge two feet deep where 
the crappie get up on.
 Besides structure, Rowe looks for 

cover like lay downs, brush piles and 
bushes in the water when fishing shallow 
although it’s not always present in some 
areas. “Any kind of lay downs or brush in 
the water is a plus when it comes to fishing 
with stained water clarity, however, I have 
a few places void of any kind of wood, but 
it produces crappie every time I go there 

once the water warms up and schools of 
shad start bunching up,” said Rowe.
 Locating crappie in shallow, hot water 
can be challenging Rowe noted if you don’t 
know what you are looking for on the sonar 
unit. “I have two Humminbird sonar/GPS 
units on my boat. One is upfront and the 
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Crazy Shallow Hot Water Crappie

“I really like to use lures that 
resemble a shad because that’s 

what the crappie are eating.”



other on the console. I use the one on the 
console by the steering wheel to search 
for crappie, lay downs, brush, ledges and 
schools of shad while driving around at 

about 4 MPH. At that speed, I can see 
everything perfect. The sonar/GPS unit is 
what I use while fishing and to keep me 
within casting distance,” said Rowe.
 Side imaging on Rowe’s unit is set to 
display 50- to 60-feet out on either side. 
“Personally, I find it hard to see crappie 
in that shallow of water, but sometimes 
on ledges I will see them around the balls 
of shad,” said Rowe. Mostly Rowe is 
searching for lay downs, brush or ledges 
while trolling around. 
 “You can also search for productive 
spots by doing some map study before 
hitting the water. Most sonar/GPS units 
have maps that you can make waypoints 
on that look productive. So, you can get in 
your boat and head down the lake right to 
them,” said Rowe.
 Once Rowe has found the crappie, 
schools of shad, lay downs, brush or ledges 
he will waypoint it. Rowe also tries to stay 
at least a casting distance away from the 
crappie. “Normally around 10- to 20-feet 
is a good distance to stay away from the 
crappie so you don’t scare them off,” said 
Rowe. He keeps his distance by throwing 
out a marker buoy, in addition to making 
a waypoint on his Humminbird sonar/GPS 
unit. If he gets snagged, Rowe employs an 
old spark plug to get it loose by hooking it 
on the line and letting it drop down to break 
it free.
 To catch them, Rowe will cast pass 
the target where crappie are waiting to 
ambush shad going by and swim the lure 
back. He works the lure near the surface or 
middle zone, but never dragging it on the 
bottom. “It’s not a vertical presentation, it’s 
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Crazy Shallow Hot Water Crappie

Shad colored plastics are hard to beat for 
summertime crappie.



more of a horizontal one where the crappie 
are feeding up and ambushing them as 
they swim by,” said Rowe. 
 Rowe, a frequent contributor on 
www.Foxsportsoutdoors.com website and 
seminar speaker on crappie fishing, uses 
spinning gear that allows him to make 
pinpoint casts to brush, lay downs or ledges. 
For a fishing rod, he uses a 7’2” medium 
light spinning rod and matching reel rigged 
up with 4-pound test monofilament fishing 
line. Unlike most crappie anglers, Rowe 
doesn’t use a high visibility line preferring 
to use clear monofilament line since most 
bites in the summertime are powerful and 
easy to tell. 
 Not surprisingly, Rowe has a handful 
of lures he uses when casting for crappie 
in shallow water “I really like to use lures 
that resemble a shad because that’s what 
the crappie are eating. You give them what 
they want and crappie will eat it every time,” 

said Rowe. 
 “Bobby Garland 2-inch Baby Shad, 
2 1/4-inch Baby Shad Swim’R and 2-inch 
Slab Slay’R are the lures I use to catch 
crappie once they go shallow in hot water. 
I rig them up on Bobby Garland Mo’ Glo 
Glow-In-The-Dark Jigheads. What size 
jighead depends on how deep, I want it to 
go along with current and even how strong 
the wind is blowing,” said Rowe.
 Shad patterns like crystal, pearl white, 
threadfin shad and bone white/chartreuse 
are Rowe’s favorite colors. He rigs them 
up on matching Mo’ Glo Glow-In-The-Dark 
Jigheads, but likes ghost glo and pink glo 
the best. 
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Crazy Shallow Hot Water Crappie

- By Brad Wiegmann

Gary Rowe watching his sonar/GPS unit 
and preparing to throw a marker buoy.
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By Tim Huffman

 S c e n t s 
makes sense. You’ve 
heard, “I catch plenty 
of crappie and never 
use a scent on my 
jig.” I agree there are 
times when it doesn’t 
make a difference, 
especially when 
fish are aggressive. 
However, it’s my 
belief that scents 
never hurt, and 
since they are known 
to make a huge 
difference much of 
the time, why not 
use it all the time. It’s 
a proven advantage. 
 One: Oil-
Based. The oil-based 
liquid scents haven’t gone away. Old and 
new brands are available and they work. 
Oil liquid scents have the advantages of 
an immediate, strong attractant smell, oil 
slick and they provide a shinny oil finish 
on the plastic.
 Two: Paste/Dough. Crappie Nibbles, 
along with similar products, have proven 
to be fish-catchers. They are dough ball 
style application. I love the results but 
don’t enjoy putting them on all the time. 
The good dough baits attract fish but they 
must be added after every bite or fish 
caught. 
 Three: Super-Strong. A tough product 
by Stubby Steve’s, and maybe other 
companies, makes a durable attractant 
that lasts an hour, maybe longer. It’s like a 
dough ball made of stretchy rubber. Put it 
on the hook and it stays. It adds color and 
can be used to help hold a minnow on the 
hook.
 Four: Gels. A gel is an in-between 
consistency, like thin grease, that allows 

easy application, 
strong scent and 
is long lasting 
compared to oils 
and dough. Two 
h e a v y - h i t t e r s 
in the fishing 
gel market are 
Johnson and 
Bobby Garland.
Chris Pitsilos, 
Brand Manager 
for Johnson 
Fishing, says, 
“We believe 
scent is 
important. That’s 
why we make most of our crappie baits 
hollow so scent can be loaded into them. 
Our Shad Scale attractant has a synthetic, 
shad odor scent and is full of fleck. The 
point of the fleck is to give the appearance 
of scales coming off of the bait. It can 
be the something extra that draws more 
strikes. Shad Scale is a jell that will stay 
on the bait for a while.”
 Gary Dollahon, Public Relations for 
Bobby Garland, says, “The Bobby Garland 
Mo-Glo Slab Jam has had phenomenal 
results. It’s a gel scent that stays on longer 
so you can catch fish without having to 
apply it constantly. It only takes two or three 
beads and it can be spread on the jig like 
spreading jam on toast. It’s all amino acid 
based, natural fish oils, with phosphorous 
in it. You can see the hologram flakes. 
The purpose is to appeal to the fish with 
a protein base, real shad scent and the 
visual of the flakes. It triggers them to 
feed.”
 Scents/attractants are here to stay. 
Whether you prefer oil, dough, rubbery or 
gel, there are attractants that will help you 
catch more fish by masking bad odors while 
giving off enticing smells and providing a 
visual bonus. Don’t miss out on the extra 
pole bends provided by attractants.

Tip of the Month: Scents/Attractants
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 Most of the time a crappie can be caught with a slow methodic presentation. 
It makes sense because the most baitfish and insects are not going full speed in 
front of the fish. They are usually ambushed by a crappie hanging out beside a 
bush, limb or other cover.
 Summer can be different. Schools of baitfish are often the key to feeding. 
Therefore, pulling crankbaits and trolling jigs give more speed to baits, offers 
multiple baits and covers more water. The best bait speed is as fast as possible 
that still allows you to get bites. A faster speed lets you cover more water therefore 
offering baits to more fish. Once you start catching fish, slowly increase your speed 
until you no longer catch fish, then back off a little to the best fish-catching speed. 
-TH

Crappie Basics #99 Need for Speed

Crappie Basics



 The two basic reasons anglers give 
for choosing an aluminum boat are durability 
and cost savings. Those same notions should 
apply to choosing and installing electronics. 
Once you have gone through the tedious task 
of finding the perfect electronics for your style 
of fishing the next important task is installation.
Sam Heaton, saltwater field promotion 
manager for Johnson Outdoors, breaks the 
topic of electronics installation into four main 
categories. “Anglers need to consider monitor 
placement, transducer installation, transducer 
protection and overall security of their units.” 

Monitor Placement
 Screen placement and size is a 
personal choice that compliments the way 
you use your electronics. In most cases the 
monitor is placed in the dash, on the dash or 
off to the side on a gimbal mount. It should 
be easily seen from a driving position to 
make navigation as easy as possible. These 
positions also make for efficient use of side 
and down imaging while cruising and looking 

for suspended crappie. The size of the unit 
should be a large as fits your budget. 
 If you fish in tight places mount your 
monitor accordingly. “I advise anglers to 
mount their electronics on an aluminum boat 
inside the gunnels,” says Heaton. “You don’t 
want a lot of stuff sticking out over the edge. 
Some of these aluminum boats give access 
to fishing areas not normally accessible to 
fiberglass boats. I don’t recommend letting it 
stick out over the gunnels where it could be 
knocked off or damaged.”
 Heaton also recognizes that aluminum 
boats transfer a little more noise than the 
fiberglass boats. “I am talking about vibrations 
and noises that occur where something is 
fastened to the boat,” explains Heaton. “My 
solution is to insulate my electronics with 

HOW TO?
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Monitor size and placement is a 
personal choice that should compliment 

the way you fish. The monitor on this 
aluminum boat is placed up front with the 

transducer on the trolling motor.

Placement, Installation and Transducer Protection
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Electronics for Aluminum Boats –Part 2 

a piece of gasket material. It needs to be 
something rubbery. That simple step stops a 
lot of the vibration, a lot of that noise transfer.” 

Transducer Installation
 The most significant decision after 
purchasing electronics is where to mount the 
transducer. “One of the most important things 
I see with aluminum boats and electronics is 
the transducer placement,” instructs Heaton. 
“On an aluminum boat you can’t shoot thru 
the hull and there is no dedicated area 
for the transducer. So what you do is put 
the transducer on the transom. Transom 
placement gets you away from as much 

turbulence as you can.”
 Dr. Jason Halfen agrees. Halfen owns 
and operates The Technological Angler (www.
thetechnologicalangler.com) where he uses 
his expertise to advise anglers on use and 
installation of their onboard technology. 
 “It is important to ensure smooth delivery 
of water to the face of the transducer under 
all operating conditions and speeds,” advises 
Halfen. “On an aluminum boat, it’s best to 
install the transducer on the transom in an 
area that avoids anything that can disrupt 
the smooth flow of water that transducers 
require.” 
 “Installation is easiest on a boat with 



a welded hull,” continues Halfen. 
“It can be a challenge on a riveted 
hull. You must find an area with the 
smallest number of rivets in front 
of the transducer installation area. 
Additionally, it’s important to avoid 
areas with ribs or strakes on the hull, 
in front of where the transducer will go. 
Remember, the goal is a smooth flow of 
water that washes over the transducer 
when the boat is underway.”
 Transducer alignment is another 
important part of installation. “Most 
anglers do a good job of rigging their 
transducer level to the ground when the 
boat is on the trailer,” observes Halfen. 
“However, since many aluminum 
boats are lighter than their fiberglass 
counterparts, many tend to list by a few 
degrees when the boat is in the water. 

That small list can dramatically impact 
transducer performance, especially 
with a Side Imaging transducer.”
 Halfen has a simple solution. 
“I recommend that aluminum boat 
owners level their transducers to the 
waterline or ‘scum line’ that likely 
exists across their transom. That 
waterline will demonstrate the long-term list 
tendencies of their boat, based on load and 
ride characteristics. If the transducer is made 
level to that waterline, it is more likely to meet 
the angler’s performance expectations.”
 A final tip on installation is to never 
ground to the boat and always install a fuse to 
protect the electronics. Ground wires should 
hook to the battery or a common grounding 
block if available. “Bad connections can starve 
the unit for power,” explains Heaton. “When 
that happens you will get erratic readings. 
It will show interference, it will lose signal. It 
may do a lot of undesirable things.”

Transducer Protection and Performance
 Since the transducer and its placement 
are the most important factors in good 
working electronics every effort should be 
taken to protect the transducer. There are 
new products on the market to do just that 
while improving performance.
 A variety of products are available from 
Transducer Shield and Saver
(http://www.transducershieldandsaver.com). 
Their construction of high strength aluminum 
safeguards transducers from impact damage 
and won’t interfere with the transducer signal.
These innovative products are the brainchild 
of Scap Cicero. “Manufacturers have included 

Electronics for Aluminum Boats –Part 2
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The transducer on this G3 aluminum 
boat is installed using a Transducer 
Shield Saver Spring Back Mount. 

Photo TJ Stallings
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Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTYSam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive
Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw.  This Medium-
Action rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie.  It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle 
for all-day fishing - no reel needed!  It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series.  Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line

retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel. 
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is

still supple, strong and sensitive.

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw.  This Medium-
Action rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie.  It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle 
for all-day fishing - no reel needed!  It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series.  Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line

retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel. 
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is

still supple, strong and sensitive.

BNM POLE COMPANY  •  P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM  •  800-647-6363  •  WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLESFISHING

Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.
BnM_HPageCNOW2015_Layout 1  11/10/14  2:39 PM  Page 1
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A large monitor is a big advantage. This one includes a quick release bracket that allows 
the monitor to be removed easily to prevent theft when the boat is unattended. 



mounting hardware with their products from 
the start,” says Cicero. “What they haven’t 
done is improve them. That is my passion. 
I want the electronics to be protected and 
perform better because of my inventions.”
 One of the most popular products 
is Cicero’s Spring Back Bracket. As the 
name implies it will return the transducer 
to its original position after being lifted by a 
submerged object. It uses a double tension 
spring to immediately return the transducer 
once force is released.
 Other Transducer Shield and Saver 
products can be combined with the spring 
back model to add side protection as well. To 
angler’s benefit, all the products are designed 
for easy do-it-yourself installation.
 Being a fisherman himself steered 
Cicero to design products that would enhance 
angler experiences on the water.  Since many 
crappie anglers mount a transducer on their 

trolling motor, so the display can be up front 
where they are spider rigging, he designed a 
product for them. His design reduces debris 
collection while keeping the transducer 
positioned correctly on the motor. The sleek 
hydrodynamic design cuts through the water 
and improves trolling motor performance 
while giving the best sonar signal possible.
 Traditional thinking identifies the transom 
as the logical location for a transducer. Cicero, 
however, noticing that many of today’s boats 
have jack plates installed, found a better way. 
He developed products to mount directly to 
the jack plates. Jack plate installation gives a 
turbulence free mount and eliminates the need 
to drill holes in the boat while still protecting 
the transducer. 

Security
 Many aluminum boats do not have 
the option of mounting the electronics in the 

Electronics for Aluminum Boats –Part 2 
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console, making them prone to theft.  Heaton 
recommends mounting with a pop off bracket. 
“I suggest that anglers use a quick release 
bracket. You can just pop the unit out of the 
bracket and store the head in a safe place. 
You don’t want to leave much on the boat for 
a thief to steal.”
 Another option is to use a ram mount 
or a BalZout mount. Heaton says you want 
something that allows for quick removal from 
the boat.” 
 “On aluminum boats the transducer is 
normally mounted on the back of the boat. 
That means every thing you see is history. 
The brush, the ledge, and the fish that you 
see on the monitor is all going to be behind 
you. Even though the image is history, those 
fish you see are in your future because of 
properly installed modern electronics.” 

Electronics for Aluminum Boats –Part 2 



 S alsa is sauce in Spanish. In Engl ish-speaking countr ies i t  usual ly 
refers to the sauces typical  of  Mexican cuis ine known as salsa picante, 
part icular ly those used as dips.  The dips are of ten tomato-based, al though 
many are not,  and they are typical ly piquant,  ranging from mi ld to extremely 
hot.
 The word salsa entered the Engl ish language from the Spanish salsa, 
which i tsel f  der ives f rom the Lat in meaning “sal ty”  f rom sal  (sal t ) .  The word 
“salary” comes from the same Lat in root word.  The Roman armies were paid 
wi th sal t .
 Picante sauce of  the American type is of ten th inner in consistency than 
what is labeled as salsa.  Picante is a Spanish adject ive meaning “piquant” , 
which der ives f rom “picar”  ( to st ing),  referr ing to the feel ing caused by 
salsas on your tongue.
 The condiment ’s roots can be traced as far  back as the Aztec c iv i l izat ion. 
You know i t  has to be good to st i l l  be on the menu.
 This month we’re making a pineapple sauce to go with our crappie. 
Feel  f ree to subst i tute mango for pineapple or mix the two proport ional ly. 
Both f ru i ts wi l l  g ive you a sweet,  spicy sauce that can be used as a topping 
for nachos or as a garnish on gr i l led chicken or gr i l led f ish because of 
their  complementary f lavors.  Here’s your mouth-water ing recipe for crappie 
(ei ther f rom the gr i l l  or  your oven) topped with a sweet salsa.

 8 f ish f i l lets (4 ounces each)  2 cups cubed fresh pineapple
 2 green onions, chopped
 1/4 cup f inely chopped green pepper
 1/4 cup minced fresh ci lantro
 4 teaspoons plus 2 tablespoons l ime ju ice,  d iv ided 
 1/8 teaspoon plus 1/4 teaspoon sal t ,  d iv ided
 Dash cayenne pepper
 1 tablespoon canola oi l
 1/8 teaspoon pepper

For salsa:  In a smal l  bowl,  combine pineapple (and/or mango),  green 
onions, green pepper,  c i lantro,  4 teaspoons l ime ju ice,  1/8 teaspoon sal t 
and cayenne. Refr igerate unt i l  serving. 
For f ish:  Mix oi l  and remaining l ime ju ice;  dr izzle over f i l lets.  Spr inkle wi th 
pepper and remaining sal t . 
Gr i l l  or  broi l :  Moisten a paper towel wi th cooking oi l ;  using long-handled 
tongs, rub on gr i l l  rack to coat l ight ly.  Gr i l l  f ish,  covered, over medium heat 
or broi l  4 inches from heat 2-3 minutes on each side or unt i l  f ish just  begins 
to f lake easi ly wi th a fork.  Serve with salsa.
 As for making salsas,  you can whip up many var iat ions.  Use your 
imaginat ion and let  i t  guide you to tastes not found in cookbooks.

Grilled or Broiled Crappie with Pineapple Salsa
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(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)

JULY 17 MIDDLE TENNESSE NORMANDY-BARTON SPRINGS RAMP NIGHT TOURNEY
JULY 18 CAT TX   TEXOMA      QUALIFIER
JULY 25 SHOALS AREA  WHEELER-SPRING CREEK   OPEN 
JULY 17 MIDDLE TENNESSE NORMANDY-BARTON SPRINGS   NIGHT TOURNEY
JULY 18 CAT TX   TEXOMA      QUALIFIER
JULY 25 SHOALS AREA  WHEELER-SPRING CREEK   OPEN 
AUG 8 CRAPPIE MASTERS MARK TWAIN LAKE-MONROE CITY, MO CLUB 
AUG 15 CAT TX   FORK LAKE      QUALIFIER
AUG 21 MIDDLE TENNESSEE WOODS RESERVOIR-RAMP   NIGHT TOURNEY
AUG 22 CRAPPIE MASTERS TRUMAN LAKE- CLINTON, MO   CLUB 
AUG 22 SHOALS AREA  GUNTERSVILLE     OPEN
SEPT 5 MIDDLE TENNESSEE WOODS RESERVOIR     CLUB
SEPT 11-12 CAT TX   CEDAR CREEK   TX STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
SEPT 12 INDIANNA SLAB  MISSISSINEWA RESERVOIR   CLUB
SEPT 19 MIDDLE TENNESSEE TIM’S FORD-DEVILS STEP RAMP  CLUB
SEPT 23-26 CRAPPIE MASTERS LAKE HENRY COUNTY-PARIS, TN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
SEPT 26 SHOALS AREA  PICKWICK-ROSE TRAIL    CLUB
SEPT 26 INDIANNA SLAB  MORSE LAKE     CLUB
 
(More events will be added throughout the year so check each Club often for new dates 
and places)

2015 Crappie Calendar
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NATIONAL EVENTS
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CRAPPIE CLUBS

(Note that club news, results and schedules are taken from websites around the 10th of each month. Only those 
who provide information through their website or by email will have updated information and results included.)
Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.

Clubs/Regional Tournaments
MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB  - MS 
www.magnoliacrappieclub.com  
Will be hosting its 1st Festival Bass Tournament on Brows 
Creek, Lake Guntersville Saturday April 11, 2015

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS (CAT)-  TX
www.crappieanglersoftexas.com 
Will be hosting its 2nd annual “Crappie Fest” on Lake Fork, 
Saturday April 11, 2015

WEST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB-WTCC  -TN
www.westtennesseecrappieclub.com;  also facebook

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS- IN
www.indianaslabmasters.com

MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB  -TN 
middletennesseecrappieclub@gmail.com

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.shoalscrappie.com        shoalscrappie@yahoo.com

WEST ALABAMA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.westalabamacrappie.com  Tracy Humber 662-574-0649

SLAB MASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL  -GA
www.slabmasterstournamenttrail.net 

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
www.easternmocrappie.com

EASTERN BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
Easternbuckeyecrappieclub@yahoo.com
www.easternbuckeyecrappieclub.com

WILLIAM’S CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB- TX
www.williamscreekcrappieclub.com

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIECLUB- MO
Facebook:  Wappapello CrappieClub 

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES- OH
www.grandlakecrappieseries.comule.com
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COOSA RIVER CRAPPIE CLUB
Paul Whorton 205-821-8373 
Roger Absher 205-283-7638
(see facebook)

CRAPPIE BUCKS- TX
www.crappiebucks.com   

CRAPPIE SLAYERS TOURNAMENT SERIES- MO
See the www.crappie.com  MO-tournaments

CAPITAL CRAPPIE CLUB- MO  
Mike 573-230-3058, Ben 573-694-3588
Marshall Albertson 573-690-2370

ARIZONIA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AZ 
www.azcrappie.com   (forum)

BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CHALLENGE  -OH 
www.buckeyecrappiechallenge.com

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
www.northeastohiocrappieclub.com

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB- IL
www.springfieldcrappieclub.com

CRAPPIENUTZ- MS
www.crappieguys.com

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
www.carolinacrappieassociation.com  704-792-5022  raeudy@ctc.net

CRAPPIE CLUBS
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Tournament Results

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

MAY 30    MONROE LAKE
1. Bob Raymer/Bob White     10.81
2. Glenn Gill/Tom Hankins     10.27
3. Eric Milsaps/Rick Hancock     9.24
4. Charlie Hildreth/Paul Hildreth    8.85
5. Don Licht/Julie Licht      8.35
BIG FISH
1. Don Licht/Julie Licht      1.91

EASTERN MISSOURI 

 MAY 30   MARK TWAIN LAKE
1. Ron Molitor/Jason Coan/Blake Schulte   7.26
2. Jesse Shoemake/Shane Cappel    6.79
3. Darin Orf/Tim Besselman     6.77
4. Mark Hatcher/Ron Hatcher/Chris Hatcher  6.66
5. Brad Perotti/Curt Garret/Dave Vanderbos  6.60
BIG FISH
1. Mark/Ron/Chris Hatcher     1.66

CRAPPIE MASTERS 

 JUNE 5-6   ALABAMA RIVER
1. Kyle Schoenherr/Rodney Neuhaus    22.24
2. Whitey Outlaw/Mike Parrot     21.42
3. Steve Brown/Gerald Overstreet    21.15
4. Billy Williams/Scott Williams     20.75
5. Dan Dannanmueller/Garrett Steele    20.02
BIG FISH
1. Kevin Jones JR/Billy Don Surface    2.24
 MALE/FEMALE
1. Jonathon Phillips/Alicia Phillips    13.72
ADULT/YOUTHH
1. Jeff Ward/Sela Ward      14.24

Tournament Results



CAT TEXAS 

JUNE 13    CEDAR CREEK
JUNIOR ANGLER
1. Tatum S.         5.25
2. Wyatt S.         5.23
3. Bailey S.         5.12
4. Erica W.         4.83
5. Houston B.         4.80
BIG FISH
1. Tatum S.         1.32 

CRAPPIE MASTERS 

JUNE 19-20    TRUMAN LAKE
1. Barry Morrow/Chad Maupin      18.78
2. Matt Beckman/Jeff Lewis      18.39
3. Steve Cross/Dock Simmons      17.79
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4. Craig Hanson/Jason Glove      17.34
5. Frank Haidusek/Jim Odonnell     17.29
BIG FISH
1. Freddy Dooly/Frank Roberts      2.00
MALE/FEMALE
1. George Nail/Cynthia Nail      9.43
ADULT/YOUTH
1. Aaron Clark/Dylan Clark      12.03

MIDDLE TENNESSEE 

JUNE 20    TIM’S FORD
1. Rodney Edwards/Coby Edwards     3.51
2. Toby Ivey/Ethan Sanchez      2.25
3. Mark Coble/Tracey Coble      1.65
BIG FISH
1. Mark Coble/Tracey Coble      1.65

CAT TEXAS 

JUNE 20    RICHLAND CHAMBERS
DIVISION 1
1. Paul O’Bier/George Nelon      9.26
2. Chris Scott/Willie Scott       9.04
3. Anh Nguyen/Larry Kirkland      9.01
4. Clinton Joseph/John Hernandez     8.58
5. Jeff Fielder/Jason Barber      8.17
BIG FISH
1. Chris Scott/Willie Scott       1.63

DIVISION 2
1. Johnny Merriman/Don Lawrence     8.61
2. Eric Walker/Matthew Carroll      7.31
3. Buck Housewright/Dan Martin     6.72
4. Gabriel Gildner/Jason Tuuri/Charlotte Gildner   5.79
5. Todd Box/Richard James      3.42
BIG FISH
1. Johnny Merriman/Don Lawrence     1.41
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Tournament Results

WAPPAPELLO 

JUNE 20     SUNDOWNER
KIDS TOURNAMENT
1. Isabella Sifford/Luke Conner     6.51
2. Clayton Schrader/David Tropf    6.25
3. Andy Chism/Andy Chism     5.49
4. Cole Younger/Edwin Younger    5.23
5. Chase Guiling/Joe Guiling     5.11
6. Mike Pierce/KP Pierce      5.08
7. Emma Dempsey/Kaden McCain    4.92
BIG FISH
1. Isabella Sifford/Luke Conner     1.38
2. Chase Guiling/Joe Guiling     1.35

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To Loop Knot



Crappie Anglers of Texas Tournament Trail 2015 on Lake Richland Chambers
 CAT recently held its 4th Crappie Anglers of Texas Qualifier Tournament of 
2015 on Lake Richland Chambers June 20, 2015. We had 23 teams, 14 teams 
signed up for Division 1 and Division 2 had 9 teams. Here are the results:
 In Division 1, George Nelon (Boyd, TX) and Paul O’Bier (Gunter, TX) won 
first place with a stringer of seven fish weighing 9.26 pounds. This team also won 
the Pro Angler Tackle Award. Second place was won by Chris Scott (Sanger, TX) 
and Willie Scott (Denton, TX) with their stringer weighing 9.04 pounds. The Scott 
brothers also won the Bobby Garland Big Fish Award with a slab weighing 1.63 
pounds. Larry Kirkland (Rhome, TX) and Ahn Nguyen (Roanoke, TX) took home 3rd 
place with a nice stringer weighing 9.01 pounds. Other awards in Division 1 went to: 
Cody Standerfer (Prosper, TX) and Chris Waters (Denton, TX) won the Slab Bandit 
Crazy Eight Award with seven fish weighing 7.97 pounds; Wes Williams (Alvord,TX) 
and Russell Chambers (Denton,TX)  won the Constant Pursuit Outfitters Low Ball 
Award with their stringer weighing 6.51 pounds. Mackey Whyte (Allen, TX) and 
Keith Moore (Allen, TX) won the Minnow Bucket Lucky Dog Award.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 In Division 2, Don Lawrence (Plano, TX) and Johnny Merriman (Emory, TX) 
netted a first place win with a 7 fish stringer weighing 8.61 pounds. This team also 
won the Slab Bandit Crazy Eight Award, Pro Angler Tackle Award and the Bobby 
Garland Big Fish Award with a slab tilting the scale at 1.41 pounds. Eric Walker 
(Teague, TX) and Matthew Carroll (Mabank, TX) took home second place with 7 
fish weighing of 7.31 pounds. Buck Housewright (Grand Prairie, TX) and Dan Martin 
(Duncanville, TX) took home third place with a stringer weighing 6.72 pounds. Other 
Division 2 winners were: Keith and Beth Shurtleff (Sulphur Springs, TX) won the Big 
Earl’s Bait and Tackle Lucky Dog Award; and Charlotte Gilder won the Pro Angler 
Junior Angler Award.                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS 
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Crappie Anglers of Texas Tournament Trail 2015               
DATE  LAKE    TYPE
July 18  Lake Palestine   CAT Qualifier
August 15  Lake Fork    CAT Qualifier
Sept 11-12 Cedar Creek Lake  Texas State Crappie Championship

About CAT
Crappie Anglers of Texas is a non-profit organization dedicated to the sport of 
crappie fishing.  With over 280 members nationwide, CAT has been instrumental in 
gaining national attention for crappie fishing in Texas and continues to develop its 
member’s knowledge of crappie fishing through educational meetings, seminars and 
fishing tournaments.  All CAT tournaments pay back at least 100% of the anglers’ 
entry fees.   
For Information, go to the CAT website (www.crappieanglersoftexas.com) or contact:
Jay Don Reeve
903-887-0334
jay@reeveaugustine.com 

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS ANNOUNCES 2015 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
 Crappie Anglers of Texas (CAT) has named its 2015 Scholarship Award winners.  
During a presentation conducted at CAT’s meeting on May 5, 2015, CAT awarded a 
total of $3,500 to 6 deserving recipients.  This year’s recipients are:

Cody May received a $1,000 scholarship.  Cody will be 
attending Texas A & M University in the fall and will be 
majoring in Environmental Sciences. Some of his interests 
and hobbies include competing in livestock shows, hunting 
and fishing. Cody’s essay was entitled “My Favorite Hunting 
Memory”.
 

Martin Verges received a $500 scholarship and will be 
attending the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. He will 
be studying Business & Accounting. Martin was the captain 
of his Lacrosse Team his senior year and loves tournament 
fishing. Martin’s essay was entitled “Fishing – A Life’s 
Lesson”.

 Madison Waters received a $500 scholarship. This is her 
second year attending Mercyhurst University in Erie, PA 
with a 4.0 GPA, majoring in Public Health. Madison enjoys 
reading, yoga and volunteering. Her essay was on “Algal 
Blooms in Lake Erie”.
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 Katelyn Bailey received a $500 scholarship. She will 
be attending Tyler Junior College in the fall. Her Major is 
Kinesiology and Sports Medicine. Some of Katelyn’s interest 
and hobbies include sports, social activities and trivia games. 
Katelyn’s essay was on “Fishing Habitat Destruction”.

 Shannon Reicherts received 
a $500 scholarship. She will be 
attending Texas Women’s University 
in the fall. She will be majoring in 
Business Human Resources. Shannon enjoys Girl Scouts, 
fishing, kayaking and photography. Shannon’s essay was on 
“How Anglers can help the Fishing Environment”.
Lyric Wyan received a $500 scholarship and will be attending Pace University 
in New York Majoring in Forensic Sciences. She is looking 
forward to her senior year when she will be working with the 

NYPD investigating live cases. Lyric enjoys listening to music, rafting, horseback 
riding and many other outdoor activities. Lyric’s essay was entitled “The Things 
School Forgot to Mention About Water”.

 The Crappie Anglers of Texas Scholarship Program seeks to identify, recognize 
and reward high school seniors and college students who will make significant 
contributions to society. Applicants must exhibit strong academic and leadership 
skills and must participate in community service activities.  In the last three years, 
CAT has awarded $10,000 in scholarships to deserving young men and young 
ladies.  
 CAT is the largest regional crappie fishing organization in the country and was 
established in November 2007.  CAT is a non-profit, family-oriented organization 
dedicated to educating anglers of all skill levels, encouraging sportsmanship to 
its highest level and promoting the sport of crappie fishing and fellowship through 
organized events.  CAT’s goal is to help novice crappie fisherman learn more about 
crappie fishing, while at the same time providing an opportunity to some of the best 
crappie fisherman in the south to compete in tournaments.  CAT does not have 
any paid employees or officers; we are a 100% volunteer organization and all 
of our sponsorship dollars are used to support and further our organization.

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS 
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1st Place This 
Month!

Graeme Shaw
18 inches

Private Lake near 
Texarkana, Arkansas

Don’t forget to send in your recent 
photo by the 15th.

Crappie NOW e-magazine accepts color 
digital images for publication. A single 
photo will be selected after the 10th of 

each month for the next month’s edition. 
The winner will be contacted via email 

with prize information.

Check out www.crappienow.com for more 
details.
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Show off your great catches in the Crappie Now e-magazine!
Each monthly winner will receive a fantastic prize and be 

featured in Crappie Now!

Honorable Mention
Aiden Cole
9.5 inches
Raccoon Lake, Indiana
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Honorable Mention
Nick Burch 
14.5 inches, 2.5lbs 
Sandusky River, Ohio

Honorable Mention
Hunter Lambert 
Paragould, Arkansas

Honorable Mention
Todd Vick 
Lake Monroe, Indiana




